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Introduction
Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) is a fascinating environment to work in. This
requires a deep understanding of the working environment and the interconnectivity
of various risks between departments, functions and activities. Without this in-depth
understanding of the Enterprise, the risks which will be identified will be futile and the
value of the risk registers and all the energy going into the risk management process,
are wasted.
Very few enterprises truly evaluate their risks effectively and efficiently. The practice
is that companies take a list of risks common to their industry and just have a tabletop
discussion once a year or once a quarter. This is not risk management at all.
Objectives are the most important departure point for any risk management program.
In the absence of Objectives, an enterprise doesn’t have risks nor uncertainties.

What is the 5 most needed Characteristics of an Enterprise
Risk Management Program?
Over the years of working with risk, we have identified the five characteristics of a good
enterprise risk management program:
•

A hunger and appetite for knowledge about the business

•

Understanding of Business Quality Management Systems to drive success within
the business
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•

Knowledge of Software and the drive to learn more about the best available
Assurance software, not only Risk Software;

•

Strong and tested Objectives for the company to drive success

•

The analysis of the Objectives to determine Uncertainty in any of the Objective
Deliverables;

•

A strong Risk Management Framework, measured against the Industry Best
Practices, to guide you to a common approach across the enterprise

•

Risks, from Model Risks, to any other risk which creates uncertainty in achieving
the Objectives, are open, transparently and visible across the enterprise;

•

There is operational support for risk management and accountable ownership of
risks

•

There is a futuristic business process approach to the best available risk
management technology and software.

ISOLTX and ERM
ISOLTX-ERM™ has been developed with the future of ERM in mind. The tougher the
business environment gets to drive business, the stronger the Enterprise should be to
address the ever-changing environment.
The industry norm is that if you procure an ERM software system, you are procuring
a certain version of the ERM software. This means if you bought Software 1: ERMV4.1 in 2012, and the Software is on ERM-8.3 in 2020, that you are working on an
outdated system, and that it will costs you a lot of money (CAPEX) to upgrade to the
new version. This will also mean that your staff needs to be re-trained. This also means
that the ERM Software are used less and less and eventually the enterprise sits with
multiple Excel Spreadsheet, which takes a long time to manage and a longer time to
report on.
This usually meant that the enterprise decides to replace the system, go with other
software and this change brings about mistrust in the Risk Management Function. This
change leads to an increase in change management, the re-configuration with a new
software, which is working on different methodologies.
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Future Proof your ERM Software with ISOLTX-ERM™
The ISOLTX-ERM™ team has taken cognisance of this and ISOLTX-ERM™ is a
future proof software which will grow with your company, whether vertically or laterally.
ISOLTX-ERM™ has the best of the global systems, such as the BowTie technique
system, we are specialists in Checklists development and configuring to the Clients
needs and to ensure that the enterprise can monitor, measure, analyse and evaluate
the state of ERM at any given moment, thus as close as possible to real time reporting
as can be.
With the ISOLTX-ERM™ Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML)
functionalities and a full Research and Development team, ISOLTX is not a software,
we are an essential Business partner.

The Way forward:
ISOLTX-ERM™ drives Performance and Certainty. ISOLTX-ERM™ software has
been developed by two (2) industry leading partners, specialising in internationally
recognised and accredited Training, Advisory Services and Management System
Certification (MSC) entity specialising in Management Systems, whether ISO
(Internationally), to King IV or Sorbian Oxley (SOX). The second party is a leading
University with all the R&D and technical skills needed to build and configure your
specific needs.
ISOLTX-ERM™ is part of the CAA offerings as a Platinum Accredited Partner of the
Professional Evaluation and Certification Board (PECB), based in Canada, under
licence of the International Accreditation Service (IAS) (California). This Elite status
and accreditation represent the professionality CAA addresses every assignment.
We provide all the various end to end services to drive business, which includes a
variety of Management System Toolkits, specifically designed for each standard.

Contact ISOLTX
ISOLTX can be contact on:
Email

info@isoltx.com
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Website

www.isoltx.com
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